MIRS Sea Ice Concentration
Quick Guide
Identifying Sea Ice Concentration

Arctic Ocean

The Sea Ice Concentration product created through
the Microwave Integrated Retrieval System (MiRS),
uses a common algorithm for different polarorbiting satellite microwave sensors, such as ATMS
or AMSU-A/MHS. This product is made by
comparing surface emissivity to a catalog of
emissivities and ice fractions. MIRS Sea Ice
Concentration is designed to operate effectively
day or night and in all weather conditions.
Sea Ice Concentration estimates the percentage of
sea ice within each pixel so concentration amounts
can vary somewhat with different instrument
resolutions. It is especially effective to monitor sea
ice changes in areas obscured by clouds in the
infrared or visible wavelengths.
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MIRS Sea Ice Concentration over Alaskan coastal waters
from SNPP at 1350 UTC, 20 Apr 2017.

Microwave is an extremely small part of
earth’s total emitted energy, requiring
sensors with a large field of view (FOV)
on low earth orbit (LEO) satellites.

Limitations

Impact on Operations
Sea Ice extent not obscured
by clouds: microwave emissions

Coarser resolution:

from the surface are unaffected by
clouds and most precipitation.

microwave sensors require a
much larger field of view than
visible and infrared sensors.

Consistent monitoring of sea ice changes: the

Difficult to differentiate coastal land areas:

availability of MiRS sea ice concentration, regardless
of cloud cover, provides trend information that is
typically not available from other sources.

background emissivity from pixels affected by coastal
land areas can appear similar to that of sea ice.

Fills gaps from other observation sources:

track scanning instruments like ATMS, pixel growth
near the swath edge reduces resolution and
diminishes reliability. ATMS uses oversampling to
mitigate some of these negative impacts.

wide swaths and multiple sensor contributions help
to fill gaps left by other more detailed ice data.

Large pixel growth near swath edge: for cross-

Questions or comments: email GINA at satellite@gina.alaska.edu

MIRS Sea Ice Concentration
Quick Guide
Sea Ice Concentration Interpretation
MIRS: sea ice

1 concentration is
available despite
cloud cover.
IR: can be used day or
night but clouds
obsure surface.
NaturalColor RGB:
cyan-blue ice/snow
are distinguished
from white clouds
during daytime in
cloud-free areas only.
SAR: very high detail
and unaffected by
clouds but limited in
coverage.
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MIRS: ice amounts

2 may be too high near
coastal areas and too
low where water
accumulates on the
ice surface
IR: shore fast ice may
be hard to distinquish
from coastal land.
NaturalColor RGB:
shore fast ice may be
hard to distinguish
from snowy coastline.
SAR: very high coastal
detail but limited in
coverage.
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(A) MIRS Sea Ice Concentration at 2334 UTC, 21 Feb 2017; (B) VIIRS 11.5μm IR 2332 UTC, 21 Feb 2017;
(C) VIIRS DayLandCloud RGB 2334 UTC, 21 Feb 2017; and (D) Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 1831 UTC,
21 Sep 2017.

Objective rate of change:
Most reference data used in sea ice analysis
requires some subjective interpretation that can
be inconsistent over time. The MiRS sea ice
product may be coarse in resolution, but its
consistent, objective nature is ideal for
determining trends in ice concentration that may
help to anticipate short term ice pack changes.
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Resources
NOAA OSPO MIRS Home Page
http://www.ospo.noaa.gov/Products
/atmosphere/mirs/index.html
COMET/MetEd Microwave Remote
Sensing Course
https://www.meted.ucar.edu/trainin
g_course.php?id=15

MIRS Algorithm Description
http://www.ospo.noaa.gov/Products
/atmosphere/mirs/algo.html
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